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1. Introduction

This report describes a fault identification mechanism, called α-count, and determines and

discusses the basic supporting mechanisms that are needed for its usage in dependable sys-

tems for real-time critical applications implemented as instances of the GUARDS architec-

ture. The mechanism can be applied on several system components; the rationale for use and

the integration issues of α-count in such distinct contexts are covered in the pertinent reports;

here the general topics regarding α-count and the basic mechanisms necessary for its imple-

mentation are presented.

In the rest of this report we first recall some concepts related to fault diagnosis and heuristic

mechanisms devoted to cope with transient faults in existing systems. Then formalised fault

diagnosis solution for the proper management of transient faults, to be used in GUARDS, is

identified and described. Finally basic properties, supporting mechanisms and possible areas

of applicability in the GUARDS framework are identified and discussed.

2. Fault treatment

All the error processing techniques aiming at providing correct results and able to de-

tect/correct errors are not sufficient for assuring fault tolerance, i.e. the proper functioning of

systems. As faults accumulate in a system, these techniques are going to be defeated unless

fault treatment take place. Fault treatment aims at preventing faults from being activated

again. The mechanisms aimed at implementing fault treatment should be protected against

the faults which can affect them [7]. Fault treatment consists of fault diagnosis and fault pas-

sivation. Fault diagnosis has the purpose of locating the source of the fault, i.e. the (hardware

or software) component(s) affected, and understanding the nature of the fault (persistent,

transient or intermittent) [7]. Fault passivation is carried out by removing or repairing the

component identified as being faulty from further execution. No passivation is undertaken, if

error processing directly removes the fault, or if its likelihood of recurring is low enough. Af-

ter reconfiguration the system may be no longer capable of delivering the same service as be-

fore, and may offer a degraded service.

A requirement which is clearly stated for GUARDS is the need (depending on the application

field) to cope with temporary (physical) faults, which represent a large majority of faults ex-

perienced by current computing systems [11]. Temporary internal faults (usually termed in-

termittent) and temporary external faults (known as transient) call for a specific treatment.

Assuming all faults to be permanent, the steps leading from identification of the fault and lo-

cation of the affected component to the passivation through a reconfiguration of the architec-

ture are rather consolidated practice. Things are much less clear when temporary faults must

be kept distinguished and specific treatment is sought. Actually for some GUARDS instance
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(e.g. those designed for railway interlocking or some instance of GUARDS for the nuclear

submarine application) there are no major obstacles in handling temporary faults as perma-

nent ones. After one occurrence of the fault, (especially if some spares are available) the

faulty component may be passivated, extensively tested and replaced or put again in opera-

tion (if testing is passed successfully). If the time for ‘repairing’ is reasonably short, and the

architecture is capable of dynamically reconfiguring while in operation, this solution may be

the most beneficial. This procedure seems not to be viable for other application fields like

other instances of the nuclear submarine application or satellites and space probes: in most

cases no replacement is possible at all, the system must survive with the original components.

In these cases the system is required to treat temporary faults such that: i) the components

must be kept in the system until the fault is confidently assessed as permanent; ii) more (and

more frequently occurring) faults  have to be tolerated by the error processing mechanisms.

This complicates the problem: it is no more sufficient to locate a component subject to a fail-

ure, but the fault diagnosis must be completed by distinguishing the type of fault the compo-

nent is affected by. This additional information to be collected determines a greater delay in

diagnosis, i.e. a longer fault latency, which must be accounted for by the error processing.

In the following we shall describe solutions for this second part of fault diagnosis. Then an

approach for distinguishing between temporary and permanent faults will be described and

possible applications to various parts of the GUARDS architecture suggested (consistency

network, channel, individual components inside channels).

3. Background

Although not formalised and explicitly introduced as mechanisms devoted to fault diagnoses,

common-sense rules are sometimes employed in existing systems to realise naive means, as-

sociated to well defined error processing structures, to cope with transient faults.

Examples can be found in the architecture proposed in [9], where two consecutive failures

experienced by the same hardware component being part of a redundant structure make the

other redundant components to consider it as definitively faulty. In [6] if, after a fault, a

channel of the core FTP can be restarted successfully (restoring its internal state from other

operating channels), then it is brought back in operation; “however, it is assigned a demerit in

its dynamic health variable; this variable is used to differentiate between transient and inter-

mittent failures”. As a third example, in [1] a list of ‘suspected’ processors is generated dur-

ing the redundant executions; then, a few schemes are suggested for processing this list. They

range from i) taking the processors in the list down for off-line diagnosis to ii) assigning

weights to processors participating in the execution of a job and failing to produce a matching

signature with that of the accepted result: those whose weight exceeds a certain threshold are

then taken down for diagnosis.
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In [8] some heuristics for fault diagnosis and failure prediction are developed and applied

(off-line) according to the inter-arrival patterns of the failures (that can be time-varying). Be-

tween these, for example, there are two simple conventional thresholding techniques, widely

used in industry, that signal a warning when the time between two successive failures is less

than 1-hour (2-in-1 rule) or when four failures occur within a 24-hour frame (4-in-1 rule), re-

spectively. [8] suggests that the proposed heuristics could be used in an on-line failure predic-

tion (and fault identification) system, after further work verifying their success on-line. A fur-

ther example of the same approach is the FTOBS study [5] (ESTEC project between MMS,

LAAS and Siemens). The principle of this fault filtering procedure is the following: a filter is

defined by 2 parameters: "nc" the number of cycles of integration and "ne" the number of er-

rors detected. A permanent fault is diagnosed when "ne" errors have been collected for the

last "nc" cycles. In other words, the filter has a memory of only "nc"  cycles.

4. A threshold-based fault identification mechanism

The heuristics presented above are given as solutions to specific applications, characterised

by different dependability requirements, from safety-critical systems to the plain general pur-

pose computing centres. The mechanism presented in this report, named α-count, aims to en-

compass a wide set of application fields, with the attending dependability requirements. Its

definition will be given with reference to highly dependable, fault tolerant systems, since less

demanding ones may be seen as simplified instances thereof.

The driving idea backing the α-count is to gather information about erroneous behaviour of

each system component as time goes on, from any kind of error detection devices. The pur-

pose of the α-count strategy is to decide the point in time when keeping a system component

on-line is no longer beneficial; if the rate of detected errors, filtered through some tuning pa-

rameters, exceeds a given threshold, a signal is raised toward a fault passivation subsystem to

take proper action. Here a general formulation of α-count is given, without any mandatory

reference to the surrounding system. The structure adheres to a very simple model: this al-

lows easy and extensive evaluation of its behaviour by means of standard tools; because of

this feature it appears to be appealing to the GUARDS architecture.

Computing systems are normally equipped with several low-level error detection mecha-

nisms, whether in the value domain (e.g., overflow checking, divide-by-zero) or in the time

domain (e.g., time-outs, watchdog timers). In systems designed to provide for fault-tolerance,

the error processing mechanisms, which in some form must be present to mask the effect of

faults, can be easily geared with supplemental error signalling tools; e.g., a standard TMR

configuration, whose duty is to deliver an output as long as it is produced, with the same

value, by at least two processors, may well deliver also a pointer to an outvoted processor,

should unanimity not occur. Another source of diagnostic information may be made up by
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agreement algorithms, augmented with disagreement signals. The α-count mechanism may

be easily plugged in all the above sort of systems. In GUARDS, several error signalling

mechanisms (collectively referred to by the acronym ES) are available to feed α-count filter-

ing mechanisms, thus making the fault diagnosis strategy able to fight transient faults very

effectively.

For the sake of the description of α-count, the system is considered partitioned into units en-

closed in well-defined boundaries, which may be pointed to as affected by faults. Units are

activated at regular points in time, and each activation has a fixed duration. A fault passiva-

tion subsystem of some kind is supposed to be present, which is in charge of processing the

signals coming from α-count.

4.1 Basic description of  α−count

The judgement issued by ES on the behaviour of component ui is symbolically expressed as a
binary value. Let Ji

L( ) indicate the L-th judgement on the generic component ui ; then Ji
L( ) = 0

means success while Ji
L( ) =1 means failure. The α-count keeps track of fault occurrences in

each component while execution proceeds. A score α i is associated to each not-yet-removed

component ui to record information about the failures experienced by that component. α i is

initially set to 0, and accounts for the pertinent L-th judgement as follows:

α i
(L) =

α i
(L−1) ⋅K      if     Ji

(L) = 0

α i
(L−1) +1     if     Ji

(L) =1





î
       0 ≤ K ≤ 1

When the value of α i
L( )  grows bigger than or equal to a given threshold αT, the component ui

is diagnosed as affected by a permanent/intermittent fault; this event is signalled to the fault

passivation mechanism. The combined effects of component removal upon system perfor-

mance and reliability figures depend on the parameters K and αT. αT represents the minimum

number of consecutive failures sufficient to consider a component permanently faulty, while

K represents the ratio by which α i  is decreased after a success.

A slightly different formulation is the following:
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The parameters are αT as before and dec which represents the quantity by which α i  is de-

creased after a success. The difference among these two formulations does not seem to be

very significant and further studies are necessary to justify superiority of one over the other.

Figure 1 gives an exemplified representation of the evolution of α i
L( )  according to the first

formulation and to the specific pattern of events reported in the right end.
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α i
(L)

    

L J(L) α(L), K=0.85
1 0 0.00
2 0 0.00
3 0 0.00
4 0 0.00
5 0 0.00
6 1 1.00
7 1 2.00
8 0 1.70
9 0 1.44

10 0 1.23
11 1 2.23
12 0 1.89
13 0 1.61
14 0 1.37
15 0 1.16
16 1 2.16
17 1 3.16

Figure 1. Qualitative description of α i
(L)

4.2 Behaviour of  α− count and supporting mechanisms

The behaviour of the α-count-based fault-diagnosis strategy can be described by the follow-

ing control algorithm in C-like language. Both centralised and distributed implementations

may be given; the latter, for example, comes natural when applying the technique to the In-

teractive Consistency Network.

/* Ui : fault replacement unit */
/* U ={Ui}: set of fault replacement units */
/* U changes at run-time, depending by the removal/restoring of the units */
/* Ji : judgement issued by error processing structure on the */
/* fault replacement unit Ui */
/* K : represents the ratio by which αi is decreased after a success */
/* αT : represents the minimum number of consecutive failures sufficient to
/* consider a unit permanently faulty */

{
 Ji = 0, for each Ui ∈  U; /* initialise to "good" the judgements */
 αi = 0, for each Ui ∈  U; /* initialise α i to 0 */
parallel  do
   {
    do
       wait “J i is obtained, Ji | Ui ∈  U” do

{ /* current judgement on Ui is obtained */
  if  (Ji ==0)

    αi = αi K; /* success of the task executed on Ui */
   else

{ /* signal a detected failure */
  α i = αi + 1;
  if  (α i >= αT)

signal(“Ui is diagnosed as faulty“);
}

   }; /* end wait do */
    while ( True ); /* repeat the cycle forever */
    do
       wait “U j restored” do

α j = 0; /* α−count must be restarted */
    while ( True ) ; 
   }
}
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The mechanisms to be provided as services of the OS layer for the α-count-based fault-diag-

nosis strategy are:

1) wait  ... do :  it is a "receive" operation;

2) parallel execution : to activate concurrent processes execution.

Such supporting mechanisms are usually part of an off-the-shelf OS, since the receive opera-

tion and parallel execution are familiar to several programming languages (typically, concur-

rent languages).

4.3 Basic properties of  α−count

The requirements for α−count can be stated as:

i) signal all components affected by permanent or intermittent faults (referred to in the

following as faulty units, or FUs) as quickly as possible, by sending a message to the

fault passivation subsystem;

ii) avoid signalling units other than FUs (referred to in the following as healthy units, or

HUs). HU are so designated because of the external, temporary nature of transient

faults.

The features of α−count with respect to its ability to fulfil its requirements will now be dis-

cussed, referring to a model where faults manifest themselves according to the following as-

sumptions:

i) Fault occurrences in different activations are assumed statistically independent each

other.

ii) While a component affected by permanent fault produces an error at each activation, a

component affected by an intermittent fault does repeatedly give rise to an error with

a probability q at each activation.

iii) The judgement on the components behaviour given by ES is correct with a probability

c, (which may depend on the scheme used by the ES to boil down its judgement1).

Each judgement is assumed independent in the probabilistic sense from the others.

1  To illustrate this point, consider the ES implemented upon a TMR fault-masking structure: a disagreeing

component is signalled as faulty. Then, when two components do fail, producing identical results (however tiny

the probability of this occurrence would be), ES will wrongly signal  the third mate as faulty, even though ES is

perfect. Another example is that of ES implemented as a simple range check, which could fail to detect an

erroneous value which  fulfils the check.
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To start, it is easy to show that the α−count mechanism is asymptotically able to identify all

components affected by permanent or intermittent faults. More formally, if αT is set to any

finite positive integer A, and the component ui  is a FU, it will be proved that α i  will eventu-

ally grow bigger than or equal to A. This corresponds to identify the component ui  as faulty

(and consequently to signal the event to the fault passivation mechanism). In fact, observe
that a sufficient condition for a generic item Ji

L( )
 to be 1 is that a fault has been activated in ui

and the judgement issued by ES is correct. Since intermittent faults, by their nature, are more

difficult to discover than permanent faults (they alternate incorrect and correct behaviour ac-

cording to the probability q), this worst case will be conservatively assumed. Recall that in-

dependence has been assumed both among successive activations of an intermittent fault and

among the judgements provided by ES in different executions. Then, upon the occurrence of

an intermittent fault in ui, the sequence of judgements starting from Ji
L( ) (the first judgement

after the occurrence of the fault) is composed of independent binary values each having at

least a probability qc to be a 1. A (trivially) sufficient condition for α i to grow bigger than or

equal to A, is to observe A consecutive 1's. This condition becomes also necessary if the pa-

rameter K is set to 0. Having no limits on the length of the sequence, obviously a sequence of

A consecutive 1s will eventually be observed.

Using a similar argument it can be shown that α−count cannot guarantee avoiding to signal

some HU as faulty, i.e., a (normally small) probability exists that a HU will be identified as

faulty and the fault passivation mechanism improperly invoked.

Besides the above qualitative characteristics, the performance of the α-count-based fault-di-

agnosis, that is its capability to diagnose faulty components as soon as possible and to lower

the probability of removing non-faulty components, depends on the relative percentage of

permanent, intermittent and transient faults and is strongly affected by the accuracy of the

judgements coming from ES. The behaviour of the α-count can be modelled e.g. with

Stochastic Activity Nets (SAN); the fundamental simplicity of the mechanism results into

simple models. Therefore, the mechanism can be easily analysed and evaluated with the help

of automatic tools, such as SURF-2 or UltraSAN.

5. α−count mechanism applied to the GUARDS framework

The α-count mechanism can be applied in several parts of the GUARDS framework.

5.1 α−count  mechanism applied to the GUARDS architecture

At the inter-channel level, each channel is endowed with an independent α-count, monitoring

all the channels; the sources of diagnostic information  can be the channel adjudicators and

the output consolidation network. The former may each feed the information to their channel

α-count using standard communication mechanisms; the latter should be provided with an
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auxiliary hardware output, to be fed back into every channel input (several implementation

issues arise here, open to discussion).The inter-channel fault passivation mechanism should

take the final decision upon removal of a channel through some form of voting on the signals

coming from individual α-counts.

At the intra-channel level, an α-count is meaningful only if replaceable modules can be sin-

gled out from the channel structure, e.g. processor or I/O boards. In such cases, each channel

can have an α -count taking care of the internal channel module's behaviour; no hardware

modification is necessary for the mechanism implementation. Some form of passivation of

modules internal to a channel is to be specified.

Last, the interactive consistency network may be subject to α-count monitoring: upon an in-

teractive consistency session, a misbehaving Network Element [10] can be identified looking

up the vectors exchanged in the protocol rounds; this information can then be fed from each

Network Element to an ad-hoc α-count acting in its channel (the other non-faulty channels

have of course the very same information). The format of this disagreement signal and its

path from Network Element to the rest of the channel are to be specified.

The specific issues related to the application of the α-count filtering mechanisms to the dif-

ferent aspects of the architecture can be found in the pertinent parts of D102. Properly assign-

ing values to its parameters, the α -count-based fault-diagnosis strategy can be suitably

adapted to the specific needs of the different instances of the GUARDS architecture. A

quantitative analysis of the mechanism in this general form is necessary in order to under-

stand its dependencies to the different parameters and the different trade-offs among them, so

that the best tuning can be obtained.

5.2 α−count mechanism applied to software faults

Although the original formulation [4] of this fault diagnosis strategy is mainly thought for

hardware faults, it could be easily adapted to faults in software components without addi-

tional complication. In this last case, what needs to be investigated is the procedure to apply

when a software component is diagnosed as permanently faulty. A software component diag-

nosed to be permanently faulty could be removed and possibly replaced as well, but the costs

involved in producing a new software or extensively debug the faulty one in order to fix the

defects could constitute an obstacle to the employment of such a practice. Thus, other possi-

bilities should be considered, possibly in relation with the specific kind of software at hand.

For example, in control systems applications, faulty software would produce bursts of errors

when the input trajectory intersects a "failure region" in its input space [2, 3]; during the pe-

riod that the program is in this region failure, it will produce a failure, but, hopefully, by exit-

ing this region the program would restart to produce correct results, provided it be reini-

tialised to a correct state. In this case, the α-count-based fault-diagnosis could be used to
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identify the software component crossing a too wide failure region (or too many small but

close failure regions) and the consequent action to perform could be to stop for "a while" the

execution of this component; after that, it can be put again in operation, opportunely reini-

tialised. A similar idea is applied in the FTP/AP architecture proposed in [6] to attempt the

recovery of a failed version. There, the failed version is initialised to a cold start state and al-

lowed to bring itself to a congruent state (with other versions) over time by open loop opera-

tion. Its output is masked, but compared with the voted output; then the version is restored if

its output agrees with voted output for several iterations.

6. Conclusions

This report proposes a fault diagnosis mechanism, named α-count, to be used in instances of

the GUARDS general architecture to support applications with dependability requirements.

The behaviour of the proposed approach is described through a C-like language and the main

support mechanisms required for a real implementation are enumerated.

The discrimination of permanent/intermittent faults against low rate, low persistency transient

faults aims to improve fault treatment, and so the overall system performance, since: i) owing

to their short persistency, the adverse effects of transient faults rapidly disappear, without

permanent damage on the system if proper handling is provided, and ii) they account for

most of real-world faults. The system context in which α-count is intended to operate has

been kept very general: in fact, this mechanism provides parameters to tune its behaviour to

system figures, to warrant wide applicability.
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